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About This Content

Night Environment completely revolutionizes night flying in the FSX: Steam Edition world. Using a series of databases, Night
Environment adds brilliant, realistic lighting to your simulator. Thousands of lights clearly show how highways connect to cities

and how smaller roads meander through neighborhoods. Visual navigation at night becomes a real treat – it’s even easier than
flying VFR during daytime, as it often is in the real world.

The Night Environment database contains many more roads than default FSX: Steam Edition, illuminating roads which are not
visible during the daytime. All lights are visible for up to 60 miles, creating an authentic and dazzling flying experience

complete with 3D effects.

Night Environment: Dubai for FSX: Steam Edition includes full coverage of the United Arab Emirates (Abu Dhabi, Ajman,
Dubai, Fujairah, Ras al-Khaimah, Sharjah and Umm al-Quwain), and the Night Environment Manager v1.8, which is a separate

configurator tool accessed via the Steam tools menu allowing you to adjust night lighting brightness, glow and colour hues.

Features:

Full coverage of United Arab Emirates (Abu Dhabi, Ajman, Dubai, Fujairah, Ras al-Khaimah, Sharjah and Umm al-
Quwain).
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All major roads and most smaller roads are illuminated

Compatible with other scenery add-ons (including Orbx FTX and most photo scenery)

Configurable for hardware performance

Management tool, accessible via the Steam Tools menu, which allows you to toggle and adjust the output of all types of
lights
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It is highly imperative that I displace the greatest distances within the utmost shortest time intervals.  That's a sesquipedalian
loquacious physics description to define physical acceleration whilst elaborating on the phrases "Gotta go fast" and "I must
accelerate". Here's a card-by-card review:

 Accel Hyper is amazing. A must-have for offensive characters, it's like Dash but with Attack instead. Combine with
Suguri's hyper for extra fun.

 Star-Blasting Light is the antithesis of both Krila and (ironically) Star Breaker, as well as Saki to a lesser extent. It's
definitely a nice tool to have in Kyoko's arsenal as well. Trap removal has never felt so good. Be sure to not kill yourself
with this card, however.

 Play of the Gods can be used if you wanna blindside everybody with the mix-ups. A good card to use if you have an extra
card slot in your deck for whatever reason, or want a more luck-based or balanced deck.

 Windy Enchantment adds 1 to your movement but ignores Norma checks. Can be discarded simply by using it. I view this
card as an ill omen; every time I get it, my cards get flipped (Confusion event or Star Breaker), or I miraculously somehow
land on a house with the Norma requirement. I hate this card.

 Extension is the battle version of Play of the Gods. Use this card to randomly play any battle card in the game. Any.
Including Hyper cards of characters who aren't even in play. Best used in an offensive deck, or if you need a battle card
and don't mind relying on the RNG to bless you with a good card at the time of use.

 Present Thief is... odd. I've never gotten much use of it; a player lands on the trap and loses their cards, and the next player
to land on the trap gains the card. Put it on your house, I guess?

 Scrambled Eve is the ultimate "screw you" to any players who are holding on to an amazing card but haven't gotten an
opportunity to use it yet. The polar opposite of Scary Solicitation, this card synergizes well with Aru's hyper.

 Unlucky Charm is one of my favorite cards in the whole game just because of how trollish it is. When my friends and I see
it in play, one of us says "It begins." in the chat. Best used to screw with people, and if brought in the late-game, can serve as
a harsh treatment for anyone struggling to reach a 200 star Norma.

 Brutal Prank is a rather unique trap that's best placed on someone else's house. Best used against characters with high-level
hypers (that can't be used early-game) or characters who have battle hypers, as they can't use their hyper as freely.

 Gentleman's Battle is amazing if you have +2 atk and another player has -1 def (or worse). A rather situational card to get
the most out of; I'd avoid using it against Syura.

 Quick Restoration is Poppo's best friend. It's also your best friend if you have lots of HP and are going against an opponent
with high atk. Not very effective at low hp, and useless at 1hp.

 Completion Reward synergizes best with Krila, and to lesser extents, Saki and Star Breaker... Or if you really like playing
trap cards. If such criterion is met, this card is for you.
In conclusion, this deck is fantastic. An amazing addition to an already fully-developed game, I strongly recommend the
cards in this DLC.. If you can get this to work i would recommend drifting everywhere you need to go on the icy roads of
Canada.. I'd seen physical copies of Khet in local board game shops, and somehow the 'laser' aspect had managed to put
me off. I liked the Egyptian theme, and am a huge fan of more abstract puzzle-style games such as chess, Go, and Hive. I
bought Khet on a whim when I saw that it had support for Linux, and have had a huge amount of fun playing it.

The game is very easy to pick up, and you quickly get drawn into plotting out future moves and paths. I very quickly beat the
AI on the lowest two levels, but have yet to take on the higher skill levels.
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The client itself, from the same developer as the also-excellent Hive, is very well done. I'd add a slight wish for keyboard
controls that don't rely on the number pad, to support us laptop users, but that's a very minor complaint.

All in all, a well-written version of a very fun game, at a low price. Highly recommended.. Excellent with friends, although
the AI is quite good too, even if they do wall bounce a bit too much on the difficult tracks. Cars handle well, having no
brakes means you really have to think about your apexes and the graphics, weapons (which you can turn on or off) and
time trial modes are good. If I have a reservation, its that there are not enough tracks. Too many are oval like and that
limits the challenge. Double the tracks and this will be a must buy.. Whether or not you like Trump, this game is absolutely
hillarious! Paper Mario The Thousand Year Door style graphics is a nice bonus too!. If you love 25 year old, clunky, 4
directional combat mechanics without mouse support this game is definitely for you. I'd rather replay Diablo 2 than this...
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A novel little casual action puzzler. Short but well worth the price.

- Skinny from the Fat B*stard (curator link). The English translation is below.

当我开始的时候，我不知道这个游戏想要干什么。
我不知道如何通关。
这个游戏的操作也十分怪异。

When I start the game, I don’t know what to do and how to pass a level.
The control is weird to me.
. Gravel is a very entertaining ride.
It looks good and feels generally good. From the bit that I did play, it was entertaining enough.

Cutscenes are unskippable though, and the menu will often not allow you to exit until only very specific points.
Worst of all however is that the controls configuration is very limited, not allowing you to bind certain commands to certain
buttons or analogue sticks. Custom keybinds is a must these days, otherwise it's pretty much a dealbreaker.. This is a decent VR
demo, which illustrates how VR can convey scale so much better than a normal screen. However, the explorable areas are tiny
(maybe 50x50 metres) and the gameplay is more or less nil.

As a demo this should be 1/3rd the price it is.

For a real game which demonstrates scale Elite Dangerous would be a better bet. Mixed bag this one. At a price of 9,99\u20ac i
can not recommend it but if you can get it for a couple of euros it's definitely worth it. 2-5 euros is the price point i'd give to this
game that Akella left a bit too rough on the edges.

Good:
- Sometimes you get the 'being there' feeling.
- Skirmishes around a convoy can be epic as you try to struggle your way through
- Looks pretty good though forget DirectX10. doesnt work for anyone. i play with 9.0c settings.
- Detailed guns and boats and crew.
- Good enough UI once you learn it's quirks.
- Good enough and fun enough management of destroyers and other ships under your command if you got any.
- Good looking smoke - when it decides to stay visible.

Bad
- UI is rough in the corners. also forget about modern day markers telling you exactly what to do - instead listen closely what the
instructions are and follow them - or try to work yourself around them. (i.e. go to sector G-7 and look for a convoy - how about
going north of that and trying to look there first where they might be heading)
- Damage models - i dont understand what determines who wins and who loses fights between PT boats. sometime crew fly
around after direct hit. sometimes you can dump a lot of ammo on an enemy and still go down with the fishes.
- Better like restarting missions all the time. Allies first mission took me some 10 tries. (mission does randomize convoy consists
(?) and locations a bit so every mission is slightly different even if you retry the same mission over again).
- Missions are locked and you can only advance through the hard way - Hard to say how much content there really is here - 3
tutorials in the beginning though that you really should do.. I remember playing this game when Acclaim owned it, and RedFox
has made it into something more. The game is good for someone looking for a PvP MMORPG, or someone looking to waste
time on a game that will be fun for majority of the time playing. There is pretty much always stuf to do. There are some
problems, like when you get around level 100, there are 140 more levels to go, but you won't get many new abilities. What
makes up for it is the fact that you can PvP and become more powerful by refining your gear. A decent game for what it is. It's
not dead by any means. Solid 7/10.. I enjoyed the added story. While it shouldn't be 14.99, get it on sale only if you played and
enjoyed the original. You will not be dissapointed.. This game is for me unplayable. Full screen is broken, and with the box
smaller than a quarter of my screen its unplayable.. I just recently took a look at this game's page, and I now remember how
much fun this game was. There is not always one way to complete the missions, and the missions will make you feel like you are
doing something really really cool. This game does a great job of making you feel immersed. I give this game a 8/10 because it
is a really short experience and I think they should either make dlc, or put the future of this game into the hands of the steam
workshop.
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  8/10 short but sweet. This game was very fun it had a variety of tactics and weapons it also had a lot of maps and it was very
hard at some points but I overall enjoined it.
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